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RECRUITMENT STRATEGY:
HELPING HANDS EVENTS
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Helping Hands is Griffith Enactus’
recruitment tool used to engage
new students looking to become
active members in our team. Through
attendance at one-off events from a
diverse array of causes students can, for
instance, run the Bridge to Brisbane,

Students
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work as a conservationist in Tasmanian
forests and assist Samaritan’s Purse
with their annual ‘Operation Christmas
Child’. Over the past financial year,
students have had the opportunity to
be involved in 15 different Helping
Hands events.
Helping Hands has evolved from a
past project to become an integral
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mechanism for encouraging students
to become more engaged in Griffith
Enactus. This mechanism not only
provides important causes with an
extra boost of support and impact,
but also offers our students an avenue
for personal development where
they can explore their interests and
learn new skills.
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In light of Griffith University’s long
established affinity with Asian studies
and partner Asian institutions, and the
Australian Government’s introduction
of the Australia in the Asian Century
White Paper, Griffith Enactus is
moving to take full advantage of these
exciting avenues for growth through an
innovative and collaborative approach.
We have overcome an initial reluctance,
and even suspicion, towards
cooperation to be now piloting some
exciting new collaborations, as well
as continuing existing partnerships.

The

Sun Yat-sen University, Hanoi
Economics University, Hanoi
National University, Hong Kong
Polytechnic University Foreign
Trade University, Can Tho University

Partnerships with Enactus teams in
universities across the Asia Pacific have
now been established, including in
Vietnam, China and Hong Kong, with
others in development.
Through such collaborations, we seek
to assist the worthwhile work of our
fellow Enactus enthusiasts abroad while
providing our own students with an
opportunity to gain a greater global
perspective and unique experiences to
last a lifetime.
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Innovate Media draws upon
the digital and artistic capital of
Griffith Enactus’ creative students
to sustainably revitalise the social
media, digital presence and brand
of non-profit organisations.

Griffith Enactus works with The
Schoolbag to fund and deliver
school supplies to students in Timor
Leste, while innovatively engaging
Australian students in a campaign
for education equality.

Mental Health First Aid provides
training to community groups
working with youth to increase
awareness of youth mental health
issues, educating about risk factors
and the assistance available.
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• Facilitates creation of sustainable,
lasting digital solutions for improved
media coverage and public
awareness.

• Strengthens educational capacity
of students and teachers in
Timor Leste through access to
educational materials.

• Transfers digital media skills and
knowledge to non-profits to ensure
future self-sufficiency.

• Facilitates engagement of
students worldwide with issues
of educational inequality.
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• Educates individuals working with
youth to increase their awareness
of mental health issues.
• Facilitates and encourages
transfer and spread of knowledge
of mental health issues
throughout communities.

People in
Need/Target Audience

• Non-profits, struggling to overcome
‘charity fatigue’.

• Impoverished schools, teachers
and students in Timor Leste.

• Non-profit organisations working
closely with community youth.

• Through non-profits, advocating for
animal welfare and raising awareness
of homelessness.

• Students worldwide passionate
about education equality.

• Australian youth, with mental health
issues affecting 26% of Australians
aged 18-24.

Entrepreneurial Approach
• Catalyses worthwhile causes by
working with non-profits, including
RSPCA and Kyabra, to create
tailored digital media strategies and
campaigns.
• Transferred skills for maintenance
and adaption of new technologies in
future independent use.

Quality of Life &
Standard of Living
• Improved media outputs of nonprofit organisations, garnering
greater attention for their worthwhile
causes.
• Increased much-needed skill base
within non-profit sector.

Entrepreneurial Approach
• Organised chalk drawing event
to attract media and public to the
cause, supported by sponsorship
from local organisations.
• Funded and distributed school
supplies to students in need,
composed of 100% locally
sourced materials.
• Utilised social media to spread
awareness and engage the public.

Quality of Life &
Standard of Living
• Provided school children with school
supplies for a year, thereby increasing
opportunity for educational success
and future prosperity.
• Likewise, enabled local teachers.

Project Outcomes
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• 19 active students.

• 30 active students.

• 931 hours committed.

• 837 hours committed.

• 5,000 directly impacted.

• 5,000 directly impacted.

• Increased demand for creative
services and digital media training.

• Founders have been approached
by the United Nations to take over
distribution of schoolbags.

Entrepreneurial Approach
• Spread awareness for mental health
issues by facilitating workshops
for community leaders and
organisations directly involved with
youth, such as The Young Scientists
of Australia.
• Contributed to reducing the gap
between the demand for mental
health support and limited national
and local resources.

Quality of Life &
Standard of Living
• Reduced stigma surrounding mental
health issues.
• Increased capability of community
leaders to recognise and support
those with mental health issues.

Project Outcomes
• 5 workshops held for 4 community
organisations.
• 20 active students.
• 443 hours committed.
• 125 directly impacted.
• Increased demand for workshops.

Budget
Incoming

Outgoing

Source of
revenue

Monetary
support

University support

$19,500

Business Advisory Board (BAB)

$ N/A

Non-BAB donations

Projects Costs
Helping Hands

$557

Mental Health First Aid

$2,000

Innovate Media

$2,000

$1,453

The Schoolbag

$12,922

Team entrepreneurial activities

$3,797

SIFE Abroad

$5,000

In-Kind donations

$7,000

Other

$11,034

Other (membership fee)

$3,095

Nationals

$5,000

Total:

$34,845

Total:

$38,513

Business
Advisory Board
Industry
Mr David Morgan – RBSSC
Ms Peta Tilse – Trust Advice
Academic
Professor Alf Lizzio – Director of
Griffith Institute of Higher Education
(GIHE)
Professor Marie Wilson – Dean,
Business School
Administration
Dr Jeanne McConachie
Ms Kim Holmes
Alumni
Ms Alice Berents – Mitchelton
Special School
Mr Byron Rollinson – KPMG
Mr Chris Eigeland – Past President
Ms Rebecca Curran – Past President

Partners

Sustainability
250

Media
Exposure

Hours
•

Three month shadowing period for
new executive members to allow the
transfer of institutional knowledge.

•

Bi-annual team strategy and
planning workshops with external
facilitators.

•

Targeted recruitment, resulting in a
diverse array of students from every
faculty of the university.

•

Aligning Griffith Enactus with
the Griffith University Graduate
Statement as well as the Griffith
Strategic Plan.

•

Executive training with Faculty
Advisors.

•

Collaboration with Enactus in the
Asian region.

1,256,969
Online Media Reach

549,907
Printed Media Reach

1,806,876
Total

